Opportunities in Science Policy

Enhance policy while transforming your career.

Join us for a conversation to learn about AAAS Science & Technology Policy Fellowships and how you can contribute to public service, while developing valuable career-enhancing skills.

You’ll learn:

What are the AAAS S&T Policy Fellowships?
A unique public service and professional development opportunity for doctoral level scientists and engineers* at all career stages to address today's' complex societal challenges.

Where do fellows work?
Fellows serve in assignments in all three branches of the federal government in Washington, D.C.

How will a policy fellowship enhance my career?
Many alumni STPF fellows utilize their program experience to broaden their career skills, develop an extensive network of contacts and pursue careers in a variety of fields.

* applicants with a MS in engineering and three years of professional experience are also eligible to apply.

Wednesday
August 26
12:00 - 1:00 pm
900 S. Ashland Ave
MBRB, Auditorium
Entrance to building is on Marshfield St.
RSVP: bit.ly/1JOSKiH
aaas.org/stpf
fellowships@aaas.org

Join the conversation